• In Gen. 49:10, Jacob had prophesied that the scepter would

belong to the tribe of Judah until the coming of the one to
whom such royal status truly belonged. This prophecy finds its
initial fulfillment in the establishment of the Davidic kingship.

• An important concept in biblical theology is the theme of rest.

The thread is opened from the earliest pages of the creation
narrative where on the seventh day God rested.

REVIEW

• It appeared that in David and his offspring, particularly in

Solomon, God was fulfilling his covenant promises to reestablish his kingdom. Israel, like Adam, subdued the nations
and enjoyed rest from their enemies.

REVIEW

• Everything that Yahweh had promised to the patriarchs and

Moses was now being invested in the house of David, in order
that the whole world might profit spiritually and participate by
faith in that kingdom now being established

• All of chapter 7 closely links the need to build a temple with the

following aspects of Gen. 1:28: (1) ruling and subduing…
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• …and (2) a blessing on God’s kingly vice-regent (2 Sam. 7:29).
• There is also a likely connection between God telling David, ‘I

will make for you a great name,’ and God telling Abraham, ‘I
will…make your name great.’
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• Solomon’s building of the temple is the climax of Stephen’s

survey of Old Testament history

• Stephen does not see, however, that Solomon’s temple was the

final fulfillment of God’s promise that David’s ‘seed’ would
‘build a house for My name’

• No human-built structure could contain the manifestation of

God’s presence in his end-time temple.
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• Just as Christ’s resurrection was the long-range fulfillment that

God would ‘establish the kingdom,’ so the promise in the same
verse of 2 Sam. 7 about this descendant building a temple
likewise discovers its distant realization in Christ’s resurrection.

• The fulfillment would last ‘forever’ and that the temple would

be made by God himself without human involvement.
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• In light of this, the New Testament authors find the fulfillment of

prophecies like Amos 9:11 as also referring to Christ’s
resurrection.

• No human can build an adequate structure to house God’s

presence in the eternal new order; only God can do so, which he
began to do when he raised Jesus from the dead and
inaugurated the new creation.
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• The response of David to this revelation through the prophet

Nathan in 2 Sam. 7:18–29 reveals David’s own understanding of
the covenant.

• Now, however, in 2 Sam. 7:19, he says that this honor is dwarfed

by the promises concerning the distant future, and that this is
instruction for all mankind.
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• In the ancient Near East, a country or region was thought to be

ruled by the god of that territory, and the king was considered
the representative of the local god, hence the king was referred
to as the son of God.

• Since the god whom the Davidic king represented was not

limited to a local region but was the creator of the whole
world, the rule of the Davidic king would have repercussions for
all the nations.
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• As seen in Psalm 2, faithfulness on the part of the Davidic son

would effect the divine rule in the entire world.

• The Davidic king/son of God is the instrument of bringing

Yahweh’s Torah to all the nations.

• David’s own understanding of divine sonship is clearly indicated

by his statement in 7:19, that the covenant is God’s instruction
for humankind.
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• Theologically, the Davidic covenant could be thought of as

Yahweh exalting David to an elevated position in Israel’s history
by making his name great.

• David clarifies the intention of the covenant is not about exalting

David’s name but Yahweh’s.
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